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Francis Skaryna, without doubt the most outstanding figure in the whole of Byelorussian cultural history, achieved high distinction not only as a translator, engraver and printer, but also as an original writer in both prose and, to a lesser extent, verse: to him belong the creation of a genre of short prose essay that was new in both form and content, and, in addition, of the first examples of Byelorussian vernacular poetry.

Since the War much valuable research has been done on Skaryna's life and work, particularly important being the biographical studies of Vitaut Tumas in New York, the discovery of the date of the Malaja podroznaia knizica ('Liber viaticus', 1522) by Alexander Nadson, and the work on Skaryna's language at the Byelorussian Academy of Sciences in Minsk. The doors to study of Skaryna as a writer were opened by the publication of his collected prefaces, postscripts and synopses by Ales Korsunau in 1969. Since then a number of descriptive and analytical articles have appeared in Byelorussia, but, as we noted some ten years ago, the emphasis has always been on the content rather than the form of Skaryna's writing, examining his exegetical commentaries mainly from the point of view of their national and, particularly, humanistic and social ideas, and at times degenerating into plain distortion in crude attempts to present Skaryna as a secular writer in conflict with the Church; an extreme example of the latter is the tendentious essay by M. Praskovitch which disfigures Korsunau's 1969 edition. Such modern attempts at exegesis seek justification for their casuistry in Skaryna's poeticization of allegorical and aphoristic language, reflected in the following description of Solomon's proverbs:

ECT 60 B CMX npMTThax coKpiITa My^pocTfe, HKo6bi Mont B flparoM KaMeHM, H HKO 3JiaTo B 3eMjIH, M Hlpo y Bopexy. (For in these proverbs is concealed wisdom, like strength in a precious stone, like gold in the earth, and a kernel in a nut.)

Litritary form, rather than content, provides the main focus of this article, but a good idea of the latter will no doubt also emerge from the illustrative examples of Skaryna's technique and style. Skaryna's purpose in publishing his translations and commentaries was, of course, principally educational (the word didactic does scant justice to the breadth and wisdom of his work) but fine literary judgment and sensitivity stand out in all Skaryna's original writing. A strong indication of his aware-

* The author is indebted to the British Academy for a grant which assisted with the preparatory research for this article.
ness of form, if such proof be needed, may be found in the recently discovered 'hidden' acrostics in some of his poems.9

In the present survey Skaryna's prose and verse will be discussed separately, although the division is, at least in some degree, artificial. Skaryna himself linked rhetoric with grammar and logic as one of the three literary sciences (nauki slovesnye), whereas poetry (stixi) was associated with music.10 However, much of his best original prose sounds like poetry, with numerous rhythmic repetitions and regular cadences, whilst one of his four verses, in some ways the most beautiful, is written as prose, albeit with line divisions indicated.11

Any consideration of Skaryna as a writer must take account of the strong links between Skaryna's own writings and the books of the Bible to which his commentaries were attached. Although he saw himself as part of a tradition of biblical commentary epitomized by St Jerome,12 his poetics frequently seem influenced by those of the Old Testament, particularly in his propensity for enumeration and use of imagery. Skaryna's prefaces were, moreover, addressed to a far wider audience than St Jerome's or, indeed, the Latin commentaries of Nicolas de Lyra in the Czech Bible of 1506. In his preface to I John he particularly commends John for addressing an audience of all ages (PP, p.124), and in his Preface to the whole Bible he expresses the same sentiments, praising the Bible's appeal to all conditions of men:

HarotcaHM Tern, M 30BHyTpB, noHexe He топівко florcropoBe a jnoflM BHHEBie в HMX pa3yMeioTb, HO BCKXHM HejioBeK npos- TBIH M nOChOиHTBIM . . .
M TaKo MjatleHneM M jiiofleM nposTBiM eCT Hayna, yHM- TejiOM me M jno#eM MyflBиM — nolIBJieHne. ХКО peKa AMB- Han MejKa — no Heii ace arHeub 6pecTM МОЖКСТВ, a rjiyboKa — СНОHN у60 niiMBaTH МyCTh (PP, pp.60-62).

(The books of the Bible are written openly in that they can be understood by not only doctors and learned people, but by any simple, common man...)

And thus children and simple people will learn whilst teachers and wise people will be amazed. Like a wondrous river it is shallow enough for a lamb to ford it, but deep enough to make an elephant swim.)

Expressions of Skaryna's own very similar aims are found throughout his prose commentaries and, very typically, in the following four-line epigraph to the Preface to Job:

Bory В TpoMiw смHOMy KО HTM M KO cjiBe,
MaTerp ero npeHMCToii Maprai K noxBajie,
ВсеM He6ecHbiM cmiAM M CBHTBIM ero K Becejwio
Jlio#eM nocojiMTBiM K #6poMy HayneHHio.13

(For the honour and glory of God, one in Trinity/For the praise of His mother, Immaculate Mary,/To the entertainment of His heavenly powers and saints,/For the good education of common people.)
The majority of Skaryana's exegetical writing is to be found in the prefaces (predislovija and predmovy) with which he introduced his Prague publications and the first of those produced in Vilna. Most of the postscripts are brief, sometimes little more than colophons, although they characteristically reflect Skaryana's pride as a doctor of medicine (a distinction he obtained in Padua in 1512) and as a citizen of the 'famous city of Polack', as well as his concern for the well-being of his fellow-men, the 'common people'. Skaryana's later publications are mostly introduced not by Prefaces but by Synopses (skazanija) which, making extensive use of quotation, relate the contents of the particular book with very little analysis or original commentary. In terms of literary style, too, they are lucid but very plain, and what imagery there is comes directly from the Bible, such as, for instance, the comparison of the different parts of the body with different members of the Christian Church which directly echoes I Corinthians 12: 12-28. There exist altogether sixty-one prefaces, twenty-six postscripts, and twenty-four synoposes, and the chronological tendency towards the latter genre with their lack of original thought and literary quality seems to parallel, though not exactly, the decline in standards of typography and engraving in the Vilna editions.14

It is the exegetical prefaces, then, which are the best examples of Skaryana's original writing. A frequent procedure in these prose miniatures is to quote a few words from the biblical text and then to elaborate on them with a detailed explication that at the same time draws attention to the practical lessons that may be learnt from reading the Scriptures. It is by comparison with these rich philosophical essays that the plain narration of the skazanija seems so flat. Many didactic passages are introduced by rhetorical questions, which often introduce long enumerations, as in the following example from the Preface to Skaryana's first publication, the Prague Psalms (Book of Psalms) dated 6 August 1517:

М Нто еcT, нero в ncajnviox He HaH^eiiib? HecT ЈIM TaM BBJIM-McсTBa 6ОJKHН H XBJiiBi еpo?
TaM еcT cnpaBeIliHBOCTb, TaM еcT HHCTOТa, flymeBHan a TejiesHan. TaM еcT Hayxa ВСHКе npaB#bi. TaM MynpocTb M pa3yM fIОСKOHajiBii. TaM еcT МHMOCTB M #pyrojiio6сTBO 6е3 ЈIбCTH, H ВСH ННШННН H foopbi HpaBBI HКO6bi CO МСТОНННКa OTOTе xoно^HTb. TaM еcT BejjiHkaH TaiiHa o 603b M TpoHijH cМHOM H o BonjiomeHiМ рocno/ia Hauiero Icyuca XwpcTa, H o БMyneHbH еpo НCBННННOM, H o aocKrpecemH HЗ МepTBbix. TaM еcT HaeiKe ВСOTaiiH МЗ МepTBbix M BeHHoro jKHB0Ta, 6OHH3b CTpauiHoro cy^y M BenbHoro orHH. TaM еcT МHorbix CKpbTBIX TaMJ ШbHHbIеHМe. ВСH Tbie реHH HК06bl y BeHHKoM coKpoBMmH B ceii Majiofi IlcajiTbicpM Haiifleuiib (PP, pp.10-11).

(What will you not find in the psalms? Is not there the greatness of God and his praise?)
In them there is justice, spiritual and bodily purity, knowledge of every truth, wisdom and perfect intelligence. Kindness and charity without hypocrisy, and all other virtues flow thence as from a spring. There is the great mystery of God one in Trinity, and of the incarnation of Our Lord Jesus Christ, His passion and His resurrection; hope of resurrection from the dead and eternal life, fear of the last judgment and eternal fire, and the revelation of many hidden mysteries. You will find all these things in this little Book of Psalms as if in a great treasure-house.)

It is again characteristic that in the skazanija the readers are addressed not so much by questions as by phrases like 'Here you will find' and 'You should know'. Other notable examples of enumeration are to be found in the Preface to Ecclesiastes listing human vanities (PP, p.28), the Preface to the Acts of the Apostles describing the blessing brought to earthly life by Christ's teaching (PP, p. 120), the Synopsis of Deuteronomy with its daunting catalogue of human sins and errors (PP, p.94), or the Preface to Proverbs which contains the following description of the spirit of wisdom:

B Hew BOHCTIMH™ eCT flyx pa3yMHoM™ CBHTMK, elIHHiM, pa3IHHiHBI M, CMbCieHbiM, CKpCMHBI M, BbIMOBbIM, iBHJKIOimracH, HenocKBpHeHMH, MCTHHiDMM, cjaAKiiri, HMCTbIM, CTajIBIH, fit6pOTJHBBIM H BCHYK) MHUK) MfMfM™M B C06t fio6pyio UHOTy (PP, p.20).

(Truly it contains the spirit of wisdom which is holy, unified, diverse, full of sense, modest, eloquent, flexible, undened, true, sweet, pure, stable, goodhearted, and possessing all other noble virtues).

The characteristic Old Testament flavour of these enumerations is shared by much of Skaryna's imagery. He also draws frequent parallels between events in the Óld Testament and the Gospels, or comparisons between physical happenings in the Old Testament and man's spiritual condition. For example, Jesus's weeping as he entered Jerusalem is linked with Jeremiah's lament over the city, and the physical captivity of the Israelites in Egypt is compared to man's spiritual captivity.

Comparisons, in fact, play a large role in all Skaryna's prefaces, many of them recurring in a variety of different contexts. Not surprisingly, the twin image of a doctor who heals bodies and a spiritual doctor is particularly favoured, a good example being found in the depiction of Paul at the beginning of the Preface to the Acts of the Apostles:

— OH JKe, ôyzyHH JieKapeM TbJieHbiM flocKOHajibiM, BHYCM BCM peHH Téjejebbie, Mace cyTb cyerabi M MtymMN, B03Jkejie bidIM JieKapeM #ni Haninx, eace Ha 06pa3 H Ha noflo6eHCTBO npbBeHHoro 60ga CTBopeHbix (PP, p. 117).

(And he, being a skilled Healer of the body, seeing all bodily things which are vain and transient, desired to become a healer of our souls, which are created in the image and likeness of most eternal God.)
In the Preface to the whole Bible Skaryna promises knowledge of spiritual and physical medicine: 'B cei Kroraе BCM JieKaperBa, aymeBHiе H Tejic€Htie, 3ynojme 3HaHfleTe' (PP, p.62), and medical images form something of a leitmotif throughout the prefaces.

The image of a mirror also recurs frequently. Ecclesiastes is a mirror to Solomon's wisdom (PP, p.28), the Book of Job is held up as a mirror of long suffering, although full of good sense, and the Book of Judith is likewise a metaphorical mirror which will inspire 'not only women but also men to good deeds and love of native land, begrudging no labour or treasures for the common good and their native land' (PP, p.59). Whereupon follows one of Skaryna's most famous extended comparisons, celebrating his strongly felt sense of patriotism:

IlOHejKe OT npiiopiKeHjHJ 3BepM, xo^HmMe B nycTtimi, 3HaiO Tb HMii CBOH; nTHUM, JieraiomTie no B03tpyxy, BeaaiotB rac33a CBOH; pn6&i, ruiBiBaio mTie no Mopio H B peitax, nyioTB Bwpbi CBOH; nnejibi n TMM nOlo6Hafl SOPOHHTB yjiBeB CBOHX, — TaKO JK M jiio/pi, Mr^e 3polfmaiCH M ycKopivueHBi cyTB no 603e, K TOMy MecTy BejniKyio jiacxy MMaOTB (PP, p.59).

(For just as the beasts prowling in the desert are born with a knowledge of their lairs, birds flying in the air know their nests, fish swimming in the sea and rivers sense their whirlpools, and bees and their like defend their hives, so, in the same way, men have a great love for the place where, by the will of God, they were born and raised.)

The manifest sense of national awareness in this passage and the homeliness of the images have probably been amongst the factors leading several commentators to find popular or folk elements in Skaryna's writing. Whilst there are occasional examples of folk phraseology and much vernacular vocabulary and syntax, the imagery's principally bookish nature can be clearly seen, as Viktar Kavalenka points out, in the references to the sea and desert above, or, if it comes to that, to the elephant in the previously quoted excerpt from the Preface to the whole Bible: just a few of the elements not found in Byelorussian folklore. Nothing, moreover, could be further from popular culture than the already quoted enumeration in the Preface to Proverbs describing the spirit of wisdom (PP, p.20).

The Preface to Proverbs is one of Skaryna's major pieces of exegetical writing, and his tendency to metaphorical language reflects the genre of proverbs, just as it does that of the parables in the New Testament. The purpose is the same, and in it Skaryna is supremely successful: to present sometimes complicated and difficult ideas in a form that is clear and simple in composition, yet deeply thought, and polished in form. The language of Skaryna's prefaces, postscripts and synopses is notably concise and lucid with none of the convolutions of some of his successors, such as Ciapinski. This lively and flexible though inconsistent Middle Byelorussian language, which was so important to the patriot Skaryna (no-one else showed such a keen concern for language until
Bahusevic at the end of the 19th century helps to keep even the most extended passages of imagery from turdignness and complications that might confuse his readers from amongst the 'common people'. Few of the latter would, perhaps, have a clear idea of the effect of fire on gold to which Skaryna compares the testing of Job by suffering (PP, p. 13), but the extended image of Christ and his apostles like a bridegroom with his wedding party in the Preface to the Song of Solomon is a splendid piece of explication writing, complementing the images of the Song itself (PP, pp. 31-32).

Skaryna makes little use of hyperbole as such, but when he occasionally paints too broad an image the results are less successful than in his more charactetistically simple manner. The already quoted image of a river which lambs can ford, but elephants must swim from the Preface to the whole Bible (PP, p. 62) perhaps verges on the ridiculous, and the following image from the Preface to the Book of Joshua, though relevant to the book, also seems to lack the felicity of the great majority of Skaryna's writing:

(Shua circumcision the sons of Israel with stone knives. Our Lord Jesus Christ who is our cornerstone has circumcised our hearts with his holy words.)

As has been said, much of Skaryna's original writing reads like poetry in prose. A good example of this rhythm and elegance may be found in the following passage from his Preface to the book of Psalms:

(A psalm is a shield against devilish nocturnas dreams and fears, peace in daily cares and labours, a defender and source of joy to the young, entertainment and song for the old, a pious prayer and adornment for women, the beginning of good instruction for small children, an increase in learning for young people, and for men, great strengthening.)

By comparison with such splendid writing, Skaryna's four verses, completely lacking in imagery, have few if any literary qualities, but are none the less important in terms of versification, anticipating as they do future prosodic developments. Indeed, the history of Byelorussian poetry may be said to have begun in 1517 with the already quoted four-line epigraph to the Book of Job. Two other poems were printed in 1519: a paraphrase of the Ten Commandments in the Preface to
Exodus (PP, p.74), and a short verse summarizing the contents of the Book of Esther:

He Konaii no; ppyvOM CBOMM HMW,
CaM BBajMiuc B HK.
He CTaB, AiwaHe, Map^oxeio mwGeHHne,
CaM noBMChen Ha Heft (PP, p.109).

(Dig not a pit before thy friend./Thou shalt fall in it thyself./Set not up, O Ammon, a gallows for Morduch./Thou shalt hang from it thyself.)

The apparently original Molitva naboznaja ko presvjatej bohorodici Marii (Pious Prayer to Mary the Most Holy Mother of God) which appears after the acathistus in the Liber viaticus of 1522 may also be regarded as a form of poetry, although the lines are not presented as such. Exiguous though this poetic corpus is, it presents considerable prosodic interest. Of the four verses, the first is roughly syllabic, with an almost regular number of syllables and a caesura after the eighth syllable in each line. Skaryna's model was probably contemporary Czech or Polish versification, but two dactylic line-endings indicate that from the start he felt able to adapt foreign practice to native needs. The lines comprise two pairs of rhyming couplets, notable for the fact that their final words play an identical syntactic role.24

The significance of Skaryna's verse lies almost exclusively in its influence on (or — perhaps more realistically — anticipation of) later developments in Byelorussian versification. Much easier to recognize is the influence of his Prefaces on the general development of Byelorussian national culture and, in more specific terms, on the genre of preface writing in the following century. Also important, though as yet insufficiently studied, was the effect on Byelorussian literature of Skaryna's popularization of the Bible itself.26

In any consideration of 16th-century Byelorussian literature Skaryna's prefaces cannot be ignored, and Vasil Ciapinski and Symon Budny are conventionally regarded as his direct successors. While such a connexion is self-evident, there is none the less a world of difference between the elegant lucidity of Skaryna's prose and the heavily baroque complexity of much of Ciapinski's syntax, or the broad balance of Skaryna's teaching and the fierce polemical tone that characterizes Budny's writing. Much scholarly work has been devoted to these connexions,2 and also, in lesser degree, to the links between the heritage of Skaryna's work and other national literatures.28 The role of Skaryna as an inspiration to subsequent writers is treated imaginatively by Ryhor Biarozkin who has drawn a number of somewhat fanciful parallels between the 16th-century universal genius and Maksim Bahdanovič, the short-lived but outstandingly gifted and erudite poet of Byelorussia's early 20th-century literary renaissance.29 Be that as it may, the inspiration of Skaryna's life and work, including the exemplary reconciliation of complex ideas with unforced and lucid explication, elegant and polished writing with plain, sometimes even homely expressions in his original exegetical
writing, ensure for him an enduring and uniquely important place in
the history of Byelorussian culture.
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